PART#: DFCB-AP/DFC (DRIVEN FUEL CAP/BASE FOR APRILIA RSV4/R)
(Installation Instructions)

1. Make sure you have all of the required parts for installation.  (see checklist)
2. Remove stock (OEM) fuel cap completely along with the gasket. Locate vent hole. (see image)
3. Plug hole using the supplied set screw. Screw in until flush. (see image)
4. Install vent hose through lower base and into tank and install lower base with hose facing upwards. (see image)
5. Make sure not to crush/kink the vent hose and install the fuel cap base using the provided hardware. It is highly recommended to use blue Loctite.
6. Install the ¼ turn cap by pushing down and turning clockwise until it locks into place. You can release the cap by pushing down and turning it counter-clockwise.
7. Double check all mounting hardware after 500 miles of use.

TOOLS REQUIRED

- 4mm hex key
- blue (#242) Loctite

TORQUE SPECS AND INFO

- All Hardware: 6FT/LBS

PARTS CHECKLIST*

- Fuel cap
- O-Ring (installed on fuel cap)
- D-AXIS fuel cap base
- Gasket (installed on fuel cap base)
- Fuel cap lower base
- Vent hose (installed on lower base)
- Gasket x 2 (installed on lower base)
- Hardware (4 screws)
- M5 set screw (to plug hole)
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THIS PRODUCT TO BE INSTALLED ONLY BY A CERTIFIED TECHNICIAN
Plug this hole
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Lower installed w/ vent hose
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